The Railway Station of Villasanta was opened in 1911 along with all the Monza-MoltenoLecco line, La Santa-Villa San Fiorano was the station previous name. In 1929, with the
foundation of the new municipality , the name was changed to Villasanta. At the beginning,
this track had a key role for transporting the products manufactured by the craftsmen and
the refinery of the town, but nowadays the station is only used for transporting people to
Milano, normally taking around 30 minutes, or to other cities in Brianza. This station is the
nearest one to the Monza Park, less than 1.000 meters to reach it following Matteotti Road.
From the station, taking Garibaldi Road and walking to east, you will reach Villa Notari, a
wonderful building dated back to the XIX century, where the bolognese writer, Umberto
Notari, hosted the poetess Ada Negri and Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, father of the
Futurist movement.
On the other side stands the abandoned Tronconi factory, which is a really good example
of industrial archaeology from the past century. Walking along Sciesa Street you will find
the modern Church of San Fiorano, with the rich portal designed by Giuseppe Colombo. At
the beginning of San Fiorano Road, an ancient boundary marker, dated back to the Roman
Empire, points the way to Oreno-Vimercate. Going this way you will meet many yards and
farmsteads, some of them with wells dated back to the end of XIX century. From
Risorgimento Avenue, you can walk along the Sport Center M.Castoldi and reach the
crossing with Dei Mille Road, then Matteotti Street to arrive in a farm named Cascina
Recalcate. This building, erected in the XVII century, still preserves several Votive Aedicules
and the ruins of an old baker’s furnace. Once back at its entrance, you will find a pedestrian
crossing immediately on the left to reach Risorgimento Avenue and Dei Mille Road that will
lead you to the Sport Center entrance. Eventually, passing Garibaldi and Cellini Road you
will find yourself at the Railway Station, again.

